August Workshop
6 - 20 August 2011

Pera Education continued its summer workshops between 6 - 20th August 2011. The program included three different workshops:

Landscapes in the City Painting Workshop
In this workshop, children explored the concept of landscape through the City of Dreams: Istanbul exhibition. The program began with the exhibition tour and continued with the children sketching the works of their choice followed by color and composition on canvas.

Figure and Space in the City Painting Workshop
In this workshop, children explored the concept of figure and space through the City of Dreams: Istanbul exhibition. They created their own sketches by discovering the figures and their movements in the paintings. After the sketches they delved into color and composition using their canvases.

Material Modeling Sculpture Workshop
In this workshop, children explored the concept of figure and space through the City of Dreams: Istanbul exhibition. They created their own sketches by discovering the figures and their movements in the paintings. After the sketches they delved into color and composition using their canvases.